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About This Game

Meow Wars is a cat themed card battle game with easy to learn mechanics and charming hand drawn characters. Battle your
way through each challenger to reach Commander Catrat and free Claw Mountain from his iron fisted grip. Each stage

introduces a new cat and card ability in a compelling feline filled story. Challenge your friends to a PVP duel or test your
might against a global audience.

MULTIPLAYER
- Challenge your friends to a PVP card battle!

- Select from a cast of 8 characters and 7 arenas.
- Hone your skills by training against our cat bot AI.

STORY MODE
- Extensive training from Lieutenant Luna prepares you for battle.
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- Meet all the cats in their natural habitat and be entertained with cat pun chatter.

FEATURES
- Simple mechanics that are easy to learn - even for novices to the card battle genre.

- 11 languages, including “Meow Meow” cat chatter. Even your cat can play! ��
- 8 wonderfully hand drawn characters brought to life.

- 8 ability cards that bring excitement to battles, introducing strategy and unpredictability.

Developer Notes
This game is available in the following languages:

English, Spanish, German, French, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, Portuguese, Japanese, Korean, Meow
Meow (Cat Chatter)
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Title: Meow Wars: Card Battle
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Taco Truck Games
Publisher:
Taco Truck Games
Release Date: 8 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Once you get the hang of it (under that I mean better gear to protect yourself) its quite an enjoyable game :D

For the upsides the game has amazing audio and visual design. The Big guns feel powerful, the enemies destruction feels really
rewarding and pulling a 180 with acquired perks feels great, especially when you gon on harder areas. The feel of getting
strunger assets and doing better with them is a great one :D

As for downsides I must clear that out that the start of the game gives you little hints on what you should be doing, under that I
mean what specialists are good on what stations but not all. The card system can feel wierd at first. Also manual aiming is
mandatory to save time and health. Also its annoying that if you get destroyed on harder missions well you dont lose much, but
when you go back you only get the credit for the remaining enemies you kill. And also the games price is a no go right now.

But if you see it on sale I would recommend trying it out and hopefully it gets out of early access someday :D. Someday.... An
incredibly basic and unrewarding waste of time. Everything feels cheap and unpolished.. A great typing bullet hell. Kinda wish
there were more exorcisms though.. Has eliments from Minecraft, and Terraria, looking forward to where this game is going,
easy setup for multiplayer, we use Tunngle, Run game as multiplayer, guys connect via Tunngle IP easy, would say multiplayer
does need work, small jerky glitches but it is still early days, keep up the good work. This game is alright, would be better if it
had levels :).. Very nice puzzler, a bit short but well worth it's low price, recommend it.. Coffee Crisis is one of the worst
beat'em up games i played. Boring, repetative and way too hard, because enemies will spawn in random numbers, one time you
will fight 3 enemies and another time 30. There are also random modifiers that mostly will ♥♥♥♥ you up even more. There are
only 3 attacks you can do, and no evade/block option. Most of the times enemies will shoot you instanlty, leaving you without a
chance to do anything. Story is weird, combat mechanic suck♥♥♥♥♥ even that metal soundtrack doesnt really help this game.
Not recommended.. worst game i've played. I regret buying it. Hands down the best X3 variant I have encountered of many. The
flight system and progression is solid. As soon as the annoyances become apparent there is a way to bypass and advance.
Continual learning curve that is moderate and well paced. The economy is very real feeling, with natural ups and downs that you
can exploit or engineer. Unlike most X3 variants (and oh god the original) the end game has no latency issues. End game
continues to remain challenginging due to unifications of opposing corps and the distribution of resource types. All in all a
wonderful game. I look forward to the modding that is being released soon, and am happy to see that development is ongoing..
Robocop+Jazz Band+Smooth one-liners=Probably the best combo master in-game
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Man. This is a weird game. If you are into Philip K\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665at all, don't bother reading any
more reviews, just buy this. If you're on the fence, read on.

Californium is a game that looks like walking sim going in, turns out to be a bit more of a puzzle game, but with a few sections
that require an eagle eye and twitch FPS reflexes. But you can't jump and you can't die. So it's like a walking sim again. It's a
weird mishmash, totally unique. The graphics are very stylized, drenched with pastels and primary colors, and the NPCs are all
Doom-era sprites with only a front. This means no matter where you are on the map, they will be looking directly at you. Can
you feel the paranoia?

It's not just paranoia that makes it PKD-inspired. It's druggy and hallucinatory and baffling. It's a relatively short game with very
little dialog, but it goes to all the places you want it to - mind control, psychosis, authoritarianism, propaganda, artificial
intelligence, God and the nature of reality itself. It's ambitious, but doesn't try to bite off more than it can chew. Everything is
executed simply but perfectly.

One thing i have to give extra props to is how expertly the game messes with your FOV and uses animated textures to make you
feel like you are permanently hungover. It makes for a very disorienting, dreamlike experience. Then the final level completely
deconstructs the whole world. I don't think they're messing with the gravity, but the map is just so weirdly shaped it feels like
you're constantly toppling over. It's \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing brilliant. Some of the best level design i've seen since
NaissanceE. Sadly that level is very short, but it's an awesome ending to a very stylish (and occasionally infuriatingly) game.

Hey, even if you're not into Philip K\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 just buy it.. Es ist eigentlich ein sehr gutes game
wen es weiter entwikelt werden würde was leider nicht der fall ist echt schade wie das spiel gestorben ist.. I can not recommend
this game, it's a dead zone.
max online i see these days are 8 (if you're luck)
The developers dont respond to our feedback, and the endless mode is a joke.
you can upgrade structures/turrets 3 times, but you need to upgrade each upgrade 3 times,
that means,, to max upgrade wich is 3, u need to upgrade 9 times wich takes 6 sec, of each turret or defence wall.
So if you put 1 turret and surround it by sandbags, max upgrading wil take 8 zandbags,
6 sec each = 48 sec exclusive the turret. and you only have 30 sec. more later. but its just 1 turret.
The game is not worth playing in current state, it's bugged as hell.
Enemies sometimes doesn't spawn, or there is just 1 stuck.
Do i recommend this game? no. it's to buggy.. I picked up this game with a coupon and I'm glad I did.

I think parts of it are wonderful. I love the spacecraft combat system. It's an RNG meets press-your-luck minigame with buffs if
you need em. The variation on types of missions I can do are pretty cool. That NPC encounters have an effect on my available
missions is cool. And the nerd-jokes, just like the last P%P games... love them to pieces.

Now what I could do without..

The beginning grind is very difficult\/slow with only 2 players and no synergies. You die a lot and you can't take on loot
missions because multiple mobs means certain doom. You don't get another player until level 10-ish, and THEN you also finally
get a second skill slot... so you can start to tailor the team for synergies you've been thinking about and you are +! player. But
until level 10... what a grind.

I don't play games in full screen (I'm comfortable around 1600x900) and every time I open this game it pops into full screen and
I have to re-size it. I am VERY thankful there's a at least mechanism to do resizing, but having to do it every time I play is a
pain in the proverbial keester.

I have hit a few freezing bugs where a skill will go off and then nothing will happen so I have to reset the game (note, and resize
the screen again). Seems to happen more when the skill has an effect, like confusion or poison. Every one of them has been a
game-breaking freeze, but the game saves state so much that I don;t seem to lose more than the last fight. Still, pain in the
keester.

All in all, for what I paid for it ($6~$7) I'm pretty happy with it. It scratches that P&P itch and makes me want to replay the old
ones. I hope they fix some of those bugs though.. I should point out that I bought this game through the Playism website and got
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my Steam key when it came out (while my profile says I have 0.1 hours on file my non-Steam game is 4 hours in at the time of
this review).

This game is awesome. I started playing it in hour long sessions because of time constraints and I always look forward to going
back to it.

You should know that this game is old school hard but also fair. Dragon Warrior was a hard game but if you stocked up on
healing items, equipped yourself with the best equipment you can find, and knew your limits – you could make it through no
problem. Artifact Adventure follows this same kind of philosophy -- there are no cheap tricks.

It does use random battles but the encounter rate is manageable. I have failed to run from battles but I find that more often then
not, I can run.

The game does not hold your hand. There is no quest log and sometimes you discover something and there's no way to know
what it is. What I absolutely love about this game is that you are rewarded well for exploring. If there's one thing that I hate
from RPGs is going through a detour only to find an antidote that you'll never use. No, this game gives you much needed gold,
new equipment, and some new powers.

The music reminds me of Dragon Warrior, the graphics feel just right, and piloting an airship from the get-go is just so cool. I
can't believe that I have never seen a jRPG with an open world because it seems like a concept that should have been done
before (especially with the popularity of series like the Elder Scrolls or The Witcher).

The game is broken down in chunks that don't consume too much time. So far I can finish a dungeon in 15-20 minutes while
fighting most random battles.

My main gripe with the game is that certain elements were not translated really well. Artifacts aren't always clear so you're never
sure what you're assigning to your character. I have given a MP consuming spell to my warrior class (a class with no MP)
thinking I was giving him a DEF boost.

I definitely recommend this game and invite you to take a peek at my Let's Play series of the game to get an idea of what it's
like: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMus7mXRPBE. Yeah I thought i was getting a Bonus, but nothing, no Mini Coins or
Characters Free. I spent $1.99 just for nothing, when could just download this game from their website FREE. so this is a scam.
Until they add something good, I'm getting my Refund.. Surprisingly fun.. Bueno primero que nada me gust\u00f3 mucho el
mensaje que dej\u00f3 al final el juego. No me lo acab\u00e9 antes por problemillas personales pero la verdad es un juego
s\u00f3lido. La trama es consisa, los lugares, personajes, jugabilidad tambi\u00e9n lo son.

Agarr\u00f3 una base bastante buena que es Okami\/Zelda, para dar un muy buen juego. Claro que tuvo sus problemillas de
glitches aqu\u00ed y all\u00e1, tambi\u00e9n mi control de xbox no ayud\u00f3 mucho a la larga. Pero en verdad me
encant\u00f3. Por fin algo de cultura del norte de M\u00e9xico donde nos tienen medio olvidados en ese aspecto.

Espero m\u00e1s juego de ustedes, no sirvo para dar criticas jajaja. Igual si me gust\u00f3 bastante y se los recomiendo... el
juego solo te lleva de la mano al principio y ni tanto, solo lo m\u00e1s b\u00e1sico. \u00a1Gracias por hacer un gran juego!.
Beat it in 40 minutes, fun game. Good game and addictive. One of my favourite games in VR is Holoball and I must say this is
running it close.
Like the overall feel of the game and the sound fits it well. Well worth the entry fee.
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